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NAWIC Organizational Structure Notes:

- In section A of the Operations manual on page A-31 there is a NAWIC Organization Chart. I’ve taken that chart and expanded it so you can see how we are all connected and part of this Association in multiple ways.

- Starting with the membership which leads to the National Board of Directors consisting of Officers and Region Directors. The National Board is elected by the membership.

- Similar to Chapter Officers, the National Officers are President, Vice-President, President-Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, Immediate Past President.

- Stemming from the Officers there are appointees such as parliamentarian and Finance committee liaison and appointed members on active taskforces which currently there are 10. Also shown is the Executive Administrator who is Crissy Ingram followed by the office staff which is currently Lauri McCullough, Database/Website Manager, Graphics; Kharisma Rivera, Bookkeeper, Store Manager; Lori Wagner, Membership, Administrative Asst. and our newest member of the staff is Amber Swinford, Communications Manager. The National Committee chairs also stem from the Officers, followed by the Region Committee chairs who are also members of the National committee. The Region Committee chair also stem from the Region Directors which is the other side of the organizational chart.

- There are 8 Region Directors on the National Board, one for each region. The Chapter Presidents and Chapter Boards stem from the Region Directors and filter back to the membership.

- As you can see our Organizational Chart allows for information and communication to flow in a number of different ways. It’s important to know who you are directly connected too so they get from you the information and communication needed to keep moving forward our association as a whole together.